WIFI Academy for Facility Management starts online courses from December

From December 2016 until August 2017 WIFI Bulgaria and the Bulgarian Facility Management Association are organizing pilot courses on a newly developed innovative, multilingual platform for online distance training in FM - WIFI Facility Management Academy. During this period all interested in FM will have the chance to test the 9-module course program free of charge in English and Bulgarian. The platform is offering self education by e-reading, as well as maximum flexibility in taking either a single course or the whole program with an international certificate.

All participants will have access to the developed online forum and virtual classroom which allow individual work with tutors - leading FM experts, group work as well as exchange of ideas, knowledge and experience hence supporting cross-sectoral relations and offering maximum mobility, flexibility and accessibility - everywhere and anytime. The project promotes EU-wide open model of innovative and continuous professional development in FM.

WIFI FMA is a 3-year project funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Commission which presents comprehensive online training materials in English, Bulgarian, German, Hungarian and Serbian languages applying trainee-friendly learning methods. Partners in the project are also WIFI International, WIFI Hungary, Kala Consulting from Serbia and Public Policies Watchdog FORUM from Bulgaria.

For more information, please visit:
www.wifi-fma.com
or contact:
Desislava Kisyova, Project Manager
desislava.kisyova@wifi-bg.bg
+359 882 983 666
Vanya Milanova, Project Coordinator
vanya.milanova@wifi-bg.bg
+359 882 610 389
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